S6
. Assignment of GB165 individuals when K = 2 per sampling region. Individuals were assigned to each cluster when the respective individual probability of assignment q averaged across the five independent runs was > 0.75 and classified as admixed when 0 < q < 0.75. In the table is indicated the number of individuals per sampling region (N), the average, the maximum (Max), and the minimum (Min) of the individual probability of assignment q, total number of males (N M) and females (N F) and proportion of Males (M %) and females (F %) assigned to each cluster. [0-17[ = 812, [17-34[ = 936, [34-51[ = 672, [51-68[ = 705, [68-85[ = 143, [85-102[ = 6, [102-119[ = 42, [119-136[ = 332, [136-153[ = 182, and [153-170[ = 86 ) and b -males (N = 54 genotypes, n pairwise comparisons [0-17[ = 259, [17-34[ = 247, [34-51[ = 152, [51-68[ = 194, [68-85[ = 46, [85-102[ = 16, [102-119[ = 36, [119-136[ = 324, [136-153[ = 118 and [153-170[ = 39) . The y-axis shows the autocorrelation coefficient r measuring genetic similarity (r > 0) or dissimilarity (r < 0) between pairs of individuals separated by ten distance classes (X-axis: 0 to 170 km, starting point). Significant differences are indicated in the legends of each figure. -16.5[ = 784, [16.5-33[ = 936, [33-49.5[ = 630, [49.5-66[ = 733, [66-85] =157 and b -males (N = 41 genotypes, n pairwise comparisons [0-16.5[ = 181, [16.5-33[ = 247, [33-49.5[ = 128, [49.5-66[ = 212, [66- = 965, [16.5-33[ = 1183, [33-49.5[ = 758, [49.5-66[ = 945, [66-85[ = 209 . The y-axis shows the autocorrelation coefficient r measuring genetic similarity (r > 0) or dissimilarity (r < 0) between pairs of individuals separated by five distance classes (X-axis: 0 to 66 km, starting point).
Sampling Region
Significant differences are indicated.
The spatial autocorrelation pattern was not different between the sexes (Total ω for data = 7.834, P = 0.1) and significant differences was only found at [16.5-33 [ km distance class (P = 0.004), in which females are genetically dissimilar but males are genetically similar.
Differences found between the spatial autocorrelation for females and males using GB165 and divided by sampling regions (GB_Cufada and GB_Cantanhez), and the spatial autocorrelation estimated for females and males using GB165 and including GB_Boé i) Significant genetic similarity is only achieved in the second distance class for 
GB_Cantanhez + GB_Cufada Males and Females
GD_Males GB GD_Females GB Supporting Information: Disrupted dispersal and its genetic consequences: comparing protected and threatened baboon populations (Papio papio) in West Africa 8 pairwise comparisons is particularly low for the distance class (n pairwise comparisons : [0-16.5[ = 181, [16.5-33[ = 247, [33-49.5[ = 128, [49.5-66[ = 212, [66-85] = 52).
For both males and females, significant negative spatial autocorrelation was found at distances between the two protected areas (males [33-49.5 km[ : r = -0.04, P = 0.004 , males [49.5-66 km[ : r = -0.02, P = 0.03, females [49.5-66 km[ : r = -0.03, P = 0.001). r intercepts zero at 24 km for males at 14 km for females (Fig. S6E , S6 Appendix).
S6 Table B
Test for differences in mAIc and vAIc estimated in GenAIEx using samples without missing data per sampling locations. Na -number of males (M) and females (F) without missing data used. mAIc -mean corrected assignment index and vAIc -variance of assignment. Significant differences in mAIc between the sexes was found in Cufada only (two-tailed U test: two tail probability for Z, P = 0.001, Lower tailed probability for Z, P = 0.0006, Upper tailed probability for Z, non significant). 
Locations

